The Ball
Run Time: 1:38 | Completed: 3/19/08
Director/Cinematographer/Editor: Mary Annis
Editor: Steve the Mac
Description: Digital animation of the travels of a ball.

Checkmate
Director: Ben Watson
Cinematographer: Kyle Tabor
Editor: Cory Taylor
Description: Harry has final showdown with crooked politician/mob boss Vito Valachi.

Diaries of a Hitman
Run Time: 9:26 | Completed: Nov. 2007
Directors: Ben Peacock & Ryan Hoover
Cinematographers: Ben Peacock & Elizabeth Wood
Editor: Ben Peacock
Description: Mr. Kelly, a born Hitman, relates the process of relinquishing his ways and turning to a greater purpose.

Goodnight Moon
Run Time: 3:56 | Completed: 1/23/08
Directors: Heather Kapavik & Tyson Cadenhead
Cinematographer: Matthew Rory Diggs
Description: This is a music video for the song “Goodnight Moon” by Tyson.

Everything & Nothing
Director/Writer/Head Animator/Assistant Photographer: Tyson Cadenhead
Assistant Animator/Director of Photography: Matthew Rory Diggs

Gopher & Dock
Run Time: 23:12 | Completed: December 2007
Directors: Alan Knox & Bobby Brundige
Cinematographer/Editor: Alan Knox
Description: Those that know don’t say. Those that say don’t know.
South Africa: Lyndee Joe
Run Time: 4:05 | Completed: 1/25/08
Director/Editor: Brian Burns | Script: Katherine Kipp
Photographer: Kyle Kurlick | Narrator: Jill Casey
Description: Lyndee Joe is a Journeyman living in South Africa working to change attitudes and behaviors before another generation dies from AIDS. (Documentary entirely Union student produced)

South Africa: Mike & Amy Boone
Run Time: 3:59 | Completed: 1/25/08 | Director/Editor: Brian Burns
Photographers: Kyle Kurlick, Stephanie Schroeder, Jim Veneman
Narrator: Jill Casey | Script: Katherine Kipp & Heidi Steinrock
Description: Mike and Amy Boone are IMB missionaries living in South Africa. Both missionaries are working with children, some of them infected with HIV, and are hoping to reach South African adults through them.

Stories from the Storm: 2/7/08
Run Time: 3:49 | Completed: 2/8/08 | Director/Editor: Brian Burns
Videographers: Brian Burn & Matt Kuchem
Narrator: Allison Ball | Photographers: see Flickr site
Description: Students at Union University will forever remember Feb. 5, 2008 not because it was Super Tuesday, but because of the EF-4 tornado that ripped through the campus they all called home. Listen and watch as students share their stories 2 days later.

Stories from the Recovery: 2/8/08
Run Time: 3:11 | Completed: 2/9/08
Director/Editor/Videographer: Brian Burns
Narrator: Allison Ball | Photographers: see Flickr site
Description: As crisis becomes recovery, the Union community forms teams across the campus to retrieve belongings and work toward a university ready for re-construction.

Stories from the Recovery: 2/12/08
Run Time: 2:50 | Completed: 2/14/08
Director/Editor/Videographer: Brian Burns
Photographer: Jim Veneman | Narrator: Allison Ball
Description: Volunteers and community members continue the task of “bagging and tagging” belongings left in the aftermath of the EF-4 tornado that ripped through Union University on Feb. 5, 2008.

Romania Encounter Camp 2007
Run Time: 5:47 | Completed: 1/25/08
Director/Editor/Videographer: Brian Burns
Photographers: Whatever Gypsy youth had the camera at the time
Description: In June 2007, Lisa Kail took 13 American teenagers to lead a camp for 58 Roma Youth. “Encounter” is one of the only camps in Romania for young Gypsy Christians. This is one Gypsy’s story.

In June 2007, Lisa Kail took 13 American teenagers to lead a camp for 58 Roma Youth.